The environmentally
good choice for flooring

Seringa trees produce natural latex.
Latex is used to make tires, medical and
other scientific products. Natural latex
can absorb and release moisture. Today,
how the process is managed from latex
to flooring is a positive environmental
story. Here are the ways this wood is
truly eco-friendly:

Carbon-capturing on a massive
and increasing scale

Trees store carbon, a powerful tool in
the effort to combat climate change.
The demand for latex means that, at any
time, millions of acres of these trees are
growing and capturing carbon. Seringa
is planted at around 300 trees per acres
creating a dense cover. The trees mature
quickly enabling a never-ending cycle of
planting, harvesting, and replanting. As
demand has increased, more acres have
been added to the Seringa plantations.

Supporting small farms
and communities

For over 100 years, Seringa has
been planted by hand in Indonesia
predominately on small plantations, thus
providing incomes for millions
of families.

Using what once was wasted

At roughly 5 years of age, the Seringa
trees are tapped by hand and latex
collected into buckets, much as you
would see maple sugar harvested.
Production peaks at around 15 years.
At 30 years, the trees stop producing
latex and are harvested to make room for
young seedlings. Previously, the wood
was burned as firewood or to
make charcoal which released the
stored carbon. Today, its color, ability
to hold stain, grain patterns, and
strength have made this wood an
environmentally sustainable choice
for flooring and furniture.

Recyclable

At the end of its use, wood flooring
can be recycled and once again find a
new use.
Seringa is a good choice for today’s
consumer who is looking for eco-friendly
products. It helps fight global warming,
supports individual farmers as it
produces latex for years, and then
becomes fine wood products which can
eventually be recycled.

• Hardest plantation wood
on earth
• Planted and cultivated by
small family farmers
• Stores up to 10 tons of
CO2 (carbon) per acre in a year
• Produces latex sap for 25 years
used in tires, medical and
technical products (seals, etc.)
• Trees harden over time. Latex
productions slows down and
trees replaced by new ones
• Seringa works well with hand
and machine tools and takes
stain and colors well

CO2 absorption
Estimate per acre, per year
10 year old trees: 10 tons per year
25 year old trees: 6 tons per year
The trees absorb less carbon as they age.
Carbon absorption is increased by cutting
and replanting.
Other Names: Hevea, Rubberwood,
Plantation Hardwood, Para Rubbertree,
Sharinga tree, Arbol de caucho, Sibi-sibi,
Mapalapa, Seringuera, Capi, Jeve
Description: Seringa (Hevea) is a lightcolored medium-density tropical hardwood
Janka Hardness: 960 - 1,050 pounds
Strength (MOR): 10,420 psi
Stiffness (MOE): 1,314 1000 psi
Density (KG/m3): 595
Tangential Shrinkage: 5.1%
Radial Shrinkage: 2.3%
Tree Characteristics: Plantation trees
generally reach heights of 60 feet.
Color: Heartwood is a light blonde to
medium tan color, sometimes with medium
brown streaks. Sapwood is not distinct from
heartwood.
Photo-sensitivity: Tends to darken slightly
with age.
Luster: Low natural luster
Grain: Grain is straight
Texture: Somewhat coarse, open texture
Working Characteristics: Easy to work with
both hand and machine tools. Glues, stains,
and finishes well.
PEFC is an international non-profit,
non-governmental organization
dedicated to promoting sustainable
forest management.
Lacey Act is third-party certification
of legal harvesting.
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